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AAsnACT

Trle thesis presents the results of an experimental

in"esti~at~on of two micro-concrete hyperbolic paraooloid

(inverteD umorella type) shell models - one without eGge

aeaes ana the other with light edge beams.

Trle aim was to investigate how the stress pattern

and Deflection in h.p. shells are influenced by am~ss~on

of e;;.;" oeams. rhe study includes the utilization of test

results of the shell without edge beams to suggest methods

for proper strengtheoing of the shell in the form of light

eoge beams. Another aim was to investigat~ how the stress

pdt';ern ana deflections are influenced "by providing such

light edge beams. Finally, the object 0 f the researcrl "as

to study the ultimate behaviour of these two types of h.p.

shells.

The shell models had a sc.le ratio of 1/6. The plan

almens~ons o~ each of the 4 shell units in each mo~el were
6'G".4'6". fhe srlell thickness was 0.5 inch and the depth of

shell at the only central column support was 1.0 ft. The

reinforcement in the shell body was provided with t inch

non-galvanized mild steel wire mesh in botn ways parallel to

The test results have revealed that due to omission

of edge beams, significant bending and twisting moments

d~velop throulh~ut the shell body, the maximum values being
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n~ar ~h~ column support. Critical stress conditions also
e~ist ~n"d banJ around a 45° lin~ passing throu.Jh the point

of intersection of the edge of lcnger riD dnd the shorter

free eoge. Menltlrane shear also remarkably in:reases thro~gh-

Out the snell oody. fne fre~ edges are suojecteo to hign

tensile stresses even under working load. The deflection at

the free corner also oecomes high.

From the t~5t results of shell wlth light ej~e ~eums

of vdriable cross-sections it was ocserved that by providing

edge ceams,the stress-result3nts significantly decrease

t~roushout the shell cody. Deflections were also remarkably

reduced.

fhe test r~sults had shown that the shell without

edge beams coula carry an ultimate uniformly distributed lOad

of about 13U psf, whereas the shell was designed for 60 psi

on the basis of membrane theory considering conventional full

size edge beams. fhe deflection prior to failure becomes

excessively high, being about 4 inches at free corners.

fhe shell with light edge beams could carry an,ultimate

uniformly distriouted lead of about 200 psf whlch is about

3.5 times the design load. The deflection prior to failure

was quite small, being about t inch at free corners.
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CONVENTIONS AND SYMBOLS

Strain causing elonga.ion is indicated by +ve sign.

~ tans:l.leforce

~ compressive force

tor positive shear (if upward on rignt face)

~ moment producing compression at top

~ moment producing tenS10n at top

--Di- torque producing positive snear

~ anticlockwise angle-positive,

x.



N0TATIDN~ AND UI~ITS

a = longer sioe of .he hyperbolic paraboloid shell-

xi

A

A
s

b

unit, ft,

cross-sect:ional
. 2/. length= area, l.n l.fl.

of t ran s fo rfll"d section, in 2
= area uncracKed

of steel., . 2/" lengt:h= area l." l.n.

= unit width of era ss- section, inch

c = distance from neutra.l axis to extreme fiber, in.

d = effective dep.h of cross-section, inch

= mooulus of elastici.y in 106 psi

= strain measured at bottom face of shell in

10-6 incn/inch

= strain measured at top face of she.ll in

10-6 incn/inch

~ = cracking strain
ccr
f = rise or depth of the hyperbolic paraboloid, ft.

f' = mOdulus of rupture, psi

f :;:allowaule stres~ in concrete, psi
c
f = allowable stress in steel,psi
s

f = yield s.ress in steel, psi
y
F = multip.lication factor = design load/app.lied load

g = t01:a.l .load on snel.l surface, psf

U :;: mOdulus of rigidity, psi

I = moment of inen;ia, in
4
/in

It = moment of inertia of the transformed section

of riDS, edge beams,
. 4J.n

J = Pol ••r moment of inerti", in
4
/in.



M ,M = bending moments, lb-in/in
x y

M = torsional mom~nt, ~b-in/in
,xy

lit = tne principa~ moment which makes B witn Mx ,lb-in/inpq

M = ultimate moment required for crusning of concrete
u
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N N = direct force, ~b/inx' y
N = Shear fa rc e, lb/inxy
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N
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C"APTER 1

I r, CHGDU C C I ON

1

1.1. General

Mechanical and aeronautical engin~~r5 are mainly con-

carned wi"h stael shells like "he skeleton of aircrafts.

boilers etc"wnile "ne civil and archi"ec"ural engineers

often confine themse~ves "0 concrete and reinforced concrete

snells.

Spac1a~ a"tributes of concra"e are perhaps more compe-

titive anu better justified in reinforced tnin sne~l construc-

tion "nan any other struc"ura.L form, Progressive discoveries

of new forms 0 f thin slle.Llshave bee" adding a glorious

cnap"er to the time-honoured gifts of architecture, wi"n the

us'" of some skilled .Labour and technique. appreciable strength

can be achieved in thin shells in comparison with massive

R,C, scruc,ures, Snells of double curvature are among the

mos" efficient of a~.1other known shapes, Hyperbolic parabo-

.1oios (h.p,) are one of the doubly curved 6nells and among

th~n inverted umbre.11a types are wide~y used in civil engi-

neering constructions. An idea about h,p. sn"ul ana stress

pattern in it will be presen"ed in Chapter 2,

1,2 Stetement of the Problem

The behaviour of shells of double curvature have been

studied by many "reseal"chers,Membrane ana.1ysis of these shells
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are fully uevelop~d. Researchers are qoing on with in:~rest

to st"ay the uendi.n~ e(rect in such shells. specially :he

nypcr~Gl.lc pdraDoloids. Such shells, however, .....hen des.:...gned

uy conventional methods require heavy s~ifiening memwers at
the ea~e5. 1t may be mentioned thiit convention ••l methoo 0 (

oes~gn nc;lects th'e out-of-plane stiffnsss of the shell

21~ments. nttempts have ueen made in the present study to
investiga~e wnether it is possible to eliminate the ~dge oeams

dltogethi.-'r,and if not, whether edge beams siynificantly

smaller than that reqired by conventional method of design

woulo be aoequate.

The present research work involves testing of h.p, shells

made fronl micro-concrete reinforced with non-glavanized wire

mesh. Two shell models were tested. The shell elements of one

shell were prefabricated in the laboratory and then assembled

at the site, The other mOGel was cast-in-pl.ce.

fhc prefaDricated shell model was without edge beams and

the cast-in-situ model was provided wJ.th lOdge beams, Tne SJ.Z"

of the eage beams was estimated on ~he basis of the test results

obtained from the shell without edge beams,

In the shell without edge stiffenin", the stress-pattern

is expected to be significantly different from memorane state

of stress. Loca~ions close to the free edges would, probably,

bc the most highly stressed zones,

The deflection of such shells under working load may also

be excessively nigh, A model investigation of a shell without
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~dge bealTI should be ~Dle to inaic~te tnd locations most heavily
stressed Que to applied loading, Unce tnes~ locatlons are iden-

tlfied, it is anticipated that it snould be possibLe to decide

how tnese locations are to be strengthened. The strengthening

of the shell may be achieved elther by providing edge beams

Dr by the local thickening of the shell (at interior locations

and also at the edges).

Another model investigation wlth the shell strengthened

In the a~ove manner should be able to indicate the adeouacy/

deficiency of such strenghening, The testing of the latter

mOdel should be able to give sufficient indication whether

relatively heavy edge beams that are normally dictated by

membrane analysis of shells are actually needed for satisfac-

tory performance of the h,p, shell system,

1.3 ~cope and Ubjective of the ~resent Study

following are the scope and objectives of tne present

stuDy,

(i) To investigate through micro-concrete model study,

how the stress pattern, def~ction and load carrying capacity

in inverted umbrella type h,p. shells are influenced oy

omission of edge oeams,

(ii) To study whether it is possiole to utilize the

findings of (i) to suggest proper strengthening of the shell

in the form of light edge beams.
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(i1i5 To investigate whether such lilnt ~dge beams

are adequate from the consideration of stresses and a~flec-

t10ns.

(iv) Tu ~tudy the ultimate behaviour of snells with no

eage be'H,lSand with light edge beams.
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ChA2TlR 2

ReVIEw UF LITERATURE

2.1 ~eneral

Around mid-thirtees of this century. designers began to

look for new forms of shells other than cylindrical ones. In

19j~, two French engineers - Aimond and Laffai~e published their

s,uaies on ,he proper,i~s and patentia~ities of ,he hyperbolic

paraooloid. The Hexican arcnitect- engineer, Felix Cande~a(6)

promoted ana popularized the hyperbolic parabo~oid for roofing

factories, c~ubs, churches etc •

. The various r~levant informations available in the

literature inc~uding the investigations of different researchers

conce:ning h.p. shells are presented in the following articles.

2.2. Hyperbolic Paraboloid

HyperOolic Paraboloids. having main curvatures in opposite

directions, say cuncave up and convex down, are anticlastic

surfaces. These ,ypes of shells may be visualized as a trans-

lational surface generated by a concave parabola moving over

a conveX parabola or vice-versa. Hyperbolic Paraboloid may be

regarded as a warped surface formed by depressing or raising

one corner of a rectangle by a certain amount while the other

tnree corners remain at their original level. Tnis type of

snell has achieved great popularity owing to economica~ use

of materia~, re~a,ive simplicity of structura~ action,relatively

... -~,.



easy form~ng ana interesting architecturaL effect, Hyperbolic

parabOLoid has two properties impressive to the practicing

engin"ers: on. - thougn it is a warped surface. it illpossible

to ca~t ~, on straight pieces of wood or steaL forming thE

wnole furm, Another property is that its exposed edges can be

made completeLY free from normal and tangential stresses. That

is. tne ,heLl edge needs hO thickening _ or the provision" f

stiffening members. Candela excellently exploited this property

to Dramatic advantage in a good number of imaginative designs,

r~o SUCh striking examples are tne roofs over the resta-
urant at Xachimilco, Mexica(l) and the open chapel at Cuernavac.~l)

A titled hyperbolic parabalaid is ana af the alternatives.

if good day~ighting is desired.

2,3 Stress Pattern in H.P, Shells

According te the membrane theory of shells, a shall.w

hyperbulic paraboloid subjected to the action af dead weight

develope a state. f pure shear unaccompanied by normal stresses.

This may be explained physica~ly in a simple manner. Referring

to fig. 2.1, the hyperbolic parabolaid may be visualized as

being made up of 'arches' and 'suspension cables' pLaced at

right angles ta each other and carrying laads in pure compre-

ssion and tensian, respective~y. A~ any paint an the edge the

normal components of tne tenaian ana thrust af tne arch, buing

equal; balance each other; the tangential components add up

and give rise to ~ shear.



Fig. 2,1 H.yper bolrc paraboloid assu med as made up
of "arches' and "suspension cables.

D

Convex arch elements

/Arch thrust

Cabl" tension

Stress'lO shell
elements

H

Stresses
in ribs

y

Concave suspen sian
cabl" elements"

Flg.2.2 Stress pattern In inverted h. P. shell



rh~ stresses in an inverted h.p. shell dna th~ forces

tnat develop in the supporting members are shown in Fig. 2.2.

The slop~ng ridge members oA, DB, oG and DE are in compression

dnd the edge members CD, OF, FH and HC arB in tension. The

axial tension in the edge members attains its maximum value

at centre of span, being zero at corners.

No_, if the edge members are omitted, along these edges.

the membrane tneory would indicaoe th~ presence of stresses

Nand N • But it is evident from the boundary condl-
y xy

tions tnat these stresses cannot exist, the edges being free.

The actual boundary conditions may be realized by applying

corrective line loads. But the application o. tnese line loads

woulD give rise to bending moments, twisting moments etc.

2.4 Need for Shell Research

Design engineers and arcnitects today are considerably

~nterestea in using thin ashells as roofs for various structures

l~ke assemoly halls. auditoria, factories, warehouses etc.

in Doing so, the designers are sometimes compelled to find

sho~t-cutS an~ economy of time which would remarKably reduce

the labour in carrying out the lengthy anJ tedious calculations

associated with the design of shells. Structural engineers are

therefore encouraged to intensify research efforts on shells.

SeconDly, research work is of necessity to develop

experimental design methods involving the use of mooels.



Stedbility a f large shell roofs, especially when ~te ~s

tehin ana sndllow is an important consideration to be researched

with.

In the field of researcn, buckling problem of R.C. shells

is also an important factor in many cases.

2.5 Object of Shell Research

The obJec"t of sheJ.l res"arch is manifold. It deals with

th" range a f design, ca.l.culation and construction. rhe obj ects

are as follows -

(i) It may just serve as a means to have a check on

str~ss anaJ.ysis an,; stress distribution at the design load.

Thus it is possible to predict in wha"t measure .here is

agre~'ent or deviation from tne theoriticaJ. analysis adopted.

(ii) Little is known of the character of, the load distri-

Dution on curved surfaces. Shell research can give an idea abou~

t hi s.

(iii) In tne modern age, designers are confornted with a

v"rie~y 0 f forms, irregular and intricBl;e. In many CBses, theory

falls short to supply a sufficient basis for calculation. Madel

shell research is able to provide first-hand knowledge which

tneory faiJ.s to provide.

(iv) Anotner object of she.l.lresearcn is reJ.ated to design,

bo.h structuraJ. Bnd arcni"tectura~. It serves tu give an answer

as to whether a form chosen is a correct one and also in which
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Il,eclSure a var~3tion or modifica~ion of shao~ will inf~uence

the uesign. This experimental design may also be employed to

cheCK the behaviour for various methods of construction if

unde~ cons~ruction.

2.6 Nooel Testing

i.6.1 General

before going for the construction 0 f the actual structure

its oenaviour under all possible loads, to be experienced by

the structure, should be well-known to the designer, In the

fieJ.d of research, design and construction, this is ensured

by testing mode~s, Tests on full-scale structures are of rare

necess~ty as tne loaoing of such structures is difficult and

costly,

~hen the theoretical analysis becomes complicated and

findings seem not to be reliable due to oversimplified assump-

tions, model studies stand quite useful in providing su fficient

information. For architectural beauty, very often the structures

are constructed of unusual shape whose behaviour is undoutedly

complicated, furthermore, for non-uniform loading pattern,

mathematical analysis often fails to give realistic solution,

Moreover, in case of structures whose behaviour can be

predicted analytically, model testing technique is able to take

into account many of the secondary effects which cannot be
perfectly oealt with by analytical procedures,
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Most im~)ortant use of mode~s are those when results

obtained from SuCh type of model stuaies are taKen to be

sufficiently correct for design purposes and no further

checking by analytical method is necessary. This type of

mooel is used particularly in dams. The materials for such

type of mooels are selected carefully so that all the quallties

of the prototype are desirably reproduced.

~xpBrimenta~ data obtained from a model test supply

enough information for a theory to be developed that is

sufflciently general to be applied to the actual design of

the prototype.

According to Br~en(l9) the continued development of

improved modeling techniques aims at reproducing BnO docamen-

ting the behaviour of the prototype more eccurately, economi-

cally and rapidly than formar techniques. In studying the use

of structural models, the importance of fabrication, loading

and instrumentation techniques must be given proper attention.

The fabrication procedure should be judged on ability to
reprODuce the conditions on the prototype and on its undistorted

characteristics; on cost and time requirement and on both

skilled labour and specialized equipment demands.

The loading phase must be identical with the proper

application of the environmental conditions of the prototype.

Response of the model under different load conditions should

be studied properly.
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Among the numerous instrumentation systems available, a

suitable one should be applied to a particular mOd"l. III the

sm"all scale mOdels. special devices should be u sad which can

take care of gradual and small increment of loads.

Light equipments are to be used in small scale models,

so 1:natno appreciable load or support is undesirably imposed.

Electrical resistance strain gaga and other s"nsitive devices

should be used in such model tests.

2.6.2 Prefabricated models

~hera quality is a prime requirement and heavy lifting

appliances are available, precast structures are very often

preferred in the field of structural construction. Before such

structures are constructed. their serviceability and strengths

are required to be predicted accurately. This can be done by

testing prefabricated models. for the purpose of accurate

pr••diction of the behaviour of the prototype, the method of

preca~ting the elements of the model and the connection between

them should be exactly identical to that for the prototype.

Proper care should be taken in transporting the elements

from the site of casting to the site of construction, otherwise

undue shear and bending stresses may be developed which would

give rise to micro-cracks leading to ultimate failure when

loads will be experienced over the completed structure.

Moreover, proper care must be taken at the time of construction



of the cast-in-place joints between the adjacent elements,

Also the support conditions and monolithic behaviour of the

prototype shoulo be reproduced in the model.

2,7. DimensiDnal Analysis AppliedtD Shells

In a mDdel experiment Dn a shell,Dne is interested in

arriving at the stresses and displacements in the prototype

oased on the Dbserved readings on the mDdel. FDr this, rela-

tions connecting corresponding quantities - known as homologous

quantities in dimensional theDry for the model and the proto-

type are needed. The first step in the dimensional analysis is

the. careful identification and listing of the variables involved.

In shell problems the variables are - a,b,d,E,v ,P,p,y and 6 ,

where a, b = linear dimensions af the shell.

d = thickness af the shell

E = Young's madulus

lJ= PaiSSCIn's ratio

y = any displacement

P = a cancentrated load (which need not be considered

in usual case~ of "distributed load.)

p = a uniformly d~stributed load

6" = stress in the shell.

The dimensionless or the ~-terms in static shell prClblems

are as follows -

6"6 = E ::I.
a

a
b'

P
Ed2 '

.E
E '



ilJOw these ll-terms must be the sail e for the model and the

prototype •.This means -
a a

2Jp 2.lm (i), -IL m (ii )= b = -b-
p m

a a P P
-E. m (iii), m p (iv) ,= 2 =d d 2 ..,

p m E d E dm m p p

~ ~ (v) • 5- om (vi)= = ---r-t:p E Epm m

l
a
p

( vi i)

Relation (i) states that poisson's ratio for model and

iJrototype must be the same, However, the error intrllduced for

the difference in poisson's ratio in model and prototype is

negligible,

Relations (ii) and (iii) are just a statement Df geo-

metrical similarity, Which means that all the geometrical

dimensions gf the prototyp~ are scaled down in the same

proportion in building the model, let this scale be " , so

that a = Aa , b = /-b , d = Adp m p m p II'

Relation (iv) is not directly applicable to a case where

no concentrated load is considered,

Relation (v) gives Pm = Pp

gf uniformly distributed load must

E
m--- , If Em = E , intensityEp p .

be eqal in both the model

and the prototype, This is quite important,



R:olation (vi) gives () = 0:p m

, "-~

E
.Jl. • This oquation is
Em

similar to ,that in (v) and enables one to relate the stress

in th~ model to that in the prototype.

Relatl.on (vii) can be re",ritten as y = Ay • By thisp m
r~lation. the prototype deflection is arrived at from observed

d~flection in models.

2.8 Investigations of Different Researchers
, 11)~owe\ presented the report of his tests on four types

of n.p. snells in tns symposium on Shell Kesearch, Delft, in

1961. Three of the tests were on models of different support

and bounoary conditions to check on or supply design infor-

mation while the fourth was simply for res Barch purposes.

Lauletta(lJ) investl.gated a model of a shell roof con-

sistin~ of four symmetrically arranged hyperbolic paraboloids.

He published the results of the statics of hyperbolic parsboloid

tnin shells having square plan dimensions and subject to

uniformly distributed vertical loads.

An experimental research on h.p. structures under static

and dynamic loads was mada by Brennan(12}. The project consisted

of studies of the affects of concentrated and uniformly distri-

buted partial loadings.

Booth and Morica(24} had chosen a symmetrical h.p. based

upon a square plan to study tne wind pressure distribution on

such shells.
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A theoritica~ analysis

made by K. Apeland(S).

on bending ~n shallow hypars

ThE effects of symmetrica~, unsymmetr~cal, two point

loadS on tWD adjacent panels, punching shear IDads Dn a

e n par er studied by Kriz and Y (7)squar y w e u

The prDblem 0 f buckling was tneoretically studied by

Pesdl" ana ';erstle(9). rhe value of critical load for buckling

in

by

a shell with stiff
.. (10 l
Kel.ssnt::r •

edge beams was mathematically es~ablished

Choice of test specimens, manner of load applicatiDn,

the ~ifferent findings etc. of the above mentioned researchers

are presented in the following articles.

2.~. Relation Between Different Variables

from the study of findings of different researchers the

fDllowing re~ations between the variables like load, strain,

deflection, stress contours, shear forces, moments, etc. can

be discussed.

In the first mode~ of Rowe(ll) - IDad-deflection curves

fDr 4 points in the membrane and edge beams were essentially
2linear to the fina~ load stage recorded i.e. 120 Ib/ft • The

deflection profiles of the edge beam had indicated linear

elastic behaviDur. The deflection contours for thl!:s hl!:~ltended

to form concentric circles about the centre point.



from the curves drawn for snear forces, oquilibrium

cneCKS wer~ dpplied at the junction of ties. The values w~r~

in close agreement. For the equilibrium,inplan~ shell forces

ana th~ tie com~onent in the consistent direction. were com-

[Jareo; tne discrepancy was considerable and tnerefore membrane

forces near the edge were calculated assuming a Poisson's

ratio of 0.15. Tne effect of Poisson's ratio on shear forces

was found to be very small.

rrcm the derived stresses, contours were drawn for N ,N ,
x Y

h ,M at a load of 120 psf. These contours had snown that -
x xy

ii) away from the boundary zan" tne membrane shear and

direct forces were sensibly constant.

(ii) away from the boundary zone the moments in the

membrana were apparently small i.a. between! 2 Ib-in/in.

(iii) the membrane forces and bending moments increased

rapidly but because of thickening, ~he stresses

were relative~y small and no cracking was observed.

At about 310 lb/ft2 no craCKing was apparent bu~ ~hen

un~oaded and ties removed, on app~ying a load of "5 0 Ib/tt2 the

snall became badly cracKed with a deflection of about 1 in.

On increasing tn~ load to 65 Ib/ft2 failure occured by

craCking along a horizontal generator with large craCKs at

all four corners and a shear craCK in one of the edge beams.



In ~n~ll ~cdBl 2 by Rowe-

rhe deflections at symmetrice~ points were very close

bot;n under symmetrical and a asymmetrical loadings.

Th~ serain readings on this 2nd snell were nOL very

cons~5eent due to the difficulty of access imposed by the

loaaing system ana also the local bendin" in the shell caused

by poin"t loads.

Maxilllumstresses in the s hall were calculated to ba

350 lO/in2 under a load of 56 psf.

Frum the deflection resul"ts founo ~n the model, the

aefiections of tne actua~ structure were estimated. The

maximum aeflection under the worst combina"tion of prObable

aesign loads was estimated to be 2.5 in.

rhe failure test was modified by app~ying Ib point

loads. Failure occurred at a load equiva~ent to 152 lb/ft2

and was primarily due to loca~ bending at tne points of

applic.nion 0 f load.

In the third mode~ of Row,,(ll)_

The deflection profiles drawn illustrated t;hat

(i) the behaviour gf the structure was found to be

linear.

(ii) the secondary bending stresses in the members

were like~y to be considerable.

" ,-. ,..--, .._"" .



(iii) tne ",ffectof rigidly clamping 1:ha edge members

resulted in a reduction in the maximum deflection

of about 2/3 rds when compared with those for tne

edges free but horim ntally stiffened,

The stresses calculated from strain readings near one

of 1:hecorner supports were studied. The theoretical values

assum~ng a pin "connected structure were compared. The discre-

pancies between tne theoreticaL ana experimenta~ direct

stresses were considerable.>

In the shell for researcn purpose by Rowe(ll) -

~ith the 4 corners supported, the central portion

of the shell deflected fairly uniformly.
, ,

Direct and bending stresses were derived from the
l

measured strains considering a Poisson's ratio of 0.15. The.~ \. . .
measured vaLue of modulus of eLasticity was 4.0bxL06 psi.

Equilibrium cheCKS to give the value of ttl!!abutmen1: thrust

were very consistent. The absence of any edge stiffening

resui1:ed in markedly lower membrane snear forces in the

region of the supports.

The ttlcnniques for con struction ana t eS1:in9 th e models

adopted in these 4 tests proved to be very sa1:isfactory. The

results ob1:i1inedwere found to be reJ-iable,hellce the theoretical

solutions could be compilred.



. f' n (11)In an5w~r to quest~ons put 8rwara to,8we by

Pl.W yO' :J. SO" Ralilaswamy. the following items were cnen'tioned.

(1) The reinforcement was scaled dawn "0 give the

same percen"age of stee~ area as in the actual

;2) ~o creep measurements were ob"ained.

(3) No ro ca"ion measurements were taken an the edge

D earn s ..

(4) No attempt had been made to compare any of the

resu~ts with a bending theory.

From tnt test of Brennan(12)_

Detail results of his tests were not found but i" was

men"ioneu tha" excellent similarity of readings were obtained

from duplicate strain gages and dial indicators.

In answer to a question, this was clarified "ha" ~l"hougn

"he re1nforcement in the she~l body should be placed a~ong "he

pr~ncipal stress directions, but the use of straight basis ~s

more econcmical in respect of labour and is thus cheap, even

~f the stdel consump"ion is larger. Moreover, if the shell is

~ not testeo to cracking, the orientation of reinforcement has

no direct influence.

From the tests of Munro and Ahuja(14) -

The shrinkage effect was found to be significant in

model 1. The disp~acements ob"ained had shown remarkably good
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~~r~6ment wi~h the theoretical displacements, The linearity

of the results in the centre of the snell was obtained bu~

tn~ corner displac~nents showed non-linear tendencies,

~,omentd calculated from observed readings of strains

were very small in comparison with the tneoretical mo",ents

Du~ th~ ~est thrusts ~ere larger thaI' the theoretical values,

For pruvision of ti",s, the corners were not perfectly

fixed in position, so some horizon~al displacements were

experienced at the shell corners,

Laul"'t:ta(13) found a stress distribution which disag-

re~ complet:elY from that according to the memberane theory

by whicn the tensile stresses and the compressive stresses

are nearly equal. He found the compressive stresses predo-

minate and his conclusion ~as that the load was more or less

carried by arches to the four corner points of the ground

plan,

He found that at least some of the equilibrium equations

of t:hebending theory ware satisfied.

Significan~ cnanges in geometry of the shalls were

likely to be caused by diffirential shrinkage, In consequence

it greatly affected tne shell stiffness,

He suygested that any form of solu'tion, which would

not attempt to satisfy the corner boundary conditions would

be unsatisfactory in general,



2.10. Effect of two Point LOading

For findin~ th~ effect of two point loading, Kriz and

y) 7) tested a 24' square hypar (invert ••d umbre.Lla type)

shell. Thickness of the shell was1.S". Eacn e.Lement was

12'x.L2' squar~. Edge beams were present. The ribs were

tappered in width from 7t" near column to 4t" near edge of

snell. Edge beams were uniform in cross-section. The snell

was (Jdsigned by membrane theory for uniform .Live load of

30 psf of p.Lan area.

Tne load was increased to 4510 lb per point, the

poi"n"s being on tne centres of .two adjacent panels. Defltlc-

tion causea by tnis load were due primarily to rotation of

the sh~11 at tn••top of the cO.Lumn. The strain distribution

in th6 edge members indicat ••d tnat the "beam-strip" d~sign

method for plates mey be applied to the case mf concentrated

loads on shell.

2.11 PunChing Shear

Kriz ana yu(7) als8 tested the sa~e shell. for punching

sh ear"

This test indicated an u.Lti~ate shear stress v = . VdoJ

somewhat over 200 psi (235 psi). Hence shearing strength .f

a shell may be estimated by the •••thods used for plates.
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2.12. Theuretical. Bending Anal.vsis

K. Apel.and(5) mads s thsoretical. analysis on bending

stresses in shal.low hypars. He defined a new mSlllberane

stress function by which the system of equations of the

shellow shell theory transformed to a systen, 0 f equations

for which a pnysically feasible cosine series solution may

always be Obtained. He discussed e number of readily aveil-

able sOl.uti.ns .f boundary val.ue pr"ble.,s. At the conclusion

he presented a table .f the r•• ts .f the characteristic

equation resulting fro,. sine and cosine series sslutiana.



EAPERl~IENrAL INVESTIGATIONS

J.l General

A pro"otype inverted umbrella type h.p. shell wi"h edge

beams wes designed by membrane theory. The dimensions of the

prototype were 76'x59' with a centrel depth of 6'. The thick-

ness of "he shell was 3 inches. Detailed dimensions of edge

oeems, ribs and reinforcement are given in Appendix-A.

rwc shell models eech having l2'B"x9'lO" horizontal

projected plan dimensions were tested in this research project.

The scale ratio was 1:6. Each model was composed of 4 separate

units having 6'O"x4'6" plan area. The inclined rib in the

long direction was 10" wide and that in the short direction

was d" wide, uniform throughout the length. Their croas-

sections along with steel reinforcement provided are shown

in Fig. 3.1. The three corners of each unit were 6'4" above

the ground level while the central corner was 5'4" above the

ground level - thereby providing a central depth of 1'0".

Details of the column support and the footing are shown in

Fig. 3.2. It is remarked here that the colu~ns and footings

were overdesigned in order to ensure that failure did not

occur in these before the shells fail.

The shell thickness was only 0.5 inch having tn dia.

steel wires placed at 2" on centres in both the directions

parallel to edges".
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Th~ inv~stigations with shell wi~hDut edye beam were

CGnd~ctBd .in five phasas. The first phase was concerned with

the q~neral tests tD determine the physical prDpo'rties of

sanc, mDrtar, cDncrete, steel etc., the samples Df which

weI'S collect~d from the same mix of concrete.and the same

steel used for construction of the shell structures.

The s~cono phase consisted of the fabricatiDn of the

sht;ll uni tf:i.

The third phase was the assembly of the prefabricated

shell elements.

The fourth phase was testing the s hell subjected tD a

load much below the working load level. The fifth phase was

loading the shell assembly to failure,

for shell with edge beems the phases of prefabricating

the shell elements and their assembly were replaced by a

single phase-that is. casting all the units at the site,

3.2 PrDperties Df the l~aterials

PrDperties of the cDnstituent materials are prasented

in the follDwing articles.

3.2,1 Properties of Aggregates

ror the mocel shells, the size of sand depends on the

minimum thickness. for t inch thickness of shell it is reCD-

mmenced that the sand must pass through sieve No.6 ITable 1,
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Plate-I. Heinforcement mesh on wooden form: Shell 1.

Plate-2. Prefaoricated shell unit with reinforcement projecting
out to serve as oevelopment length: Shell-I.
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Appendix B) and should have the gradation as given 1n

Taole 3, Appendix B. Following table shows the gradation of

the sand used in this study,

Sieve No. % Passing

B 100

16 87.47

30 50,47

50 14.54

100 4.54

The fineness modulus of the sand used in the shell body

was calculated to be 2.43,

The sand used for footing. column, beams and ribs .••as

collected after sieving through sieve no. 4.

"Assam Bengal" brand Portlsnd cement .••as used in this

study. Maximum size of brick khoa used "'ast" in the interior

,ribs and t" in edge beams. In columns end footings the

aggregate .••as of tn nominel size.

3.2.2 Proper1:ies of morter

The mortar used in shell elements was prepared .••ith sandI

cement ratio of 0.475 by .••eight. The compressive and tensile

strengths confirJlledby 2"xZ" cube test and standard briquette

test respectively are given in the table bela.•••

- I
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W/C Age Stren~tn, Remarks
psJ.

First Compressive 0,475 28 days 3783 average of
shell 3 tests

Tensile( direct) " 28 days 293 ••

2nd Compressive •• 28 •• 3612 "
shell

Tensile( direct) •• 28 •• 310 ••

3,2,3 Properties of Concrete

The concrete used in footing, column had a ~ix ratio. ~•. ,.<./.

of 1:1,5:3 and that in beaMs and ribs were 1:2:3, W/C ratio

was 0,475 in all cases, Cylinder (.~"x12n) compressive strengths
; .,

for the concrete are given in table balow,

No" of Comprasaive
Age W/C tests strer;'gth~ Remarks

.~, . psJ..

Column and 26 days 0,475 3 2513
footing

fDr shell-l

Ribs 26 ft ft 3 2795

Column and 26 •• " 3 2532
f"otin g f"r shell-2

Ribs and edge.28 •• • 3 3211
beams



0,2.4 Properties of Steel

The reinforcement used in shell body was i" non-

galvanized steel wire; in ribs- in and t" diameter bars

were used.

rhe vertical stirrups provided in all ribs were t" dia,

~,s, rods, in edge beams - t" dia, Steel wire,

The tensile strengths are given in table below,

Size No, of tests Yield Ultimate
strength, stren gth,
psi psi

t" ",teel wire 3 Not found 1,27,120

i" ~I.S, rod

l" ~i,S, rod

t" M,S. rod

3

J

2

57,059

45,696

51,439

90,040

62,111

75,376

3,3 Construction Procedure

The shell elements of the first shell were prefabricated

in the laboratory and then esse~bled at the site, The second

shell with ribs and edge bee.s was constructed at site,

3,3,1 forDlwork

Four wooden. forms, eech having 6'x4'6" plan aree, were

made with 3"xt"x4'6" planks of gorgeon timber pinned side by



side ower rectangular wooden frames. Th9 sides of the frame

nad cross-section of 2"xl+". The frames had a rise of 1'0" at

one corner ~hile other threa corners w~re en the same lev~l.

For achieving straightness "f the inclin~d sides a f the frames,

two intermediate supports were pravided beneath the inclined

sides.

The farmworks for the shell elements, ribs and columns

of the firs~ shell were reused in the second shall with some

modi fication.

The wooden formwork for each rib (Place Ell had twa

parts _ having provision fer placement of development l~n~ths

of the steel wires which were kept on twa adjacent sides 0 f

th" shell elements. The cross-section and plan of such a form

.l.sgiven in Fig. 3.4.

The wooden forms for edge beams were made with variable

cross-sections as can be visualized from the side view Df one

of the forms as shown in fig. 3.5.

The columns w~re cast inside rectangular form mad~ of

timber having 1" thickness.

3.4. Reinfurcement D~tails

3.4.1 footing and Column

Details 0 f the reinforcem~nt in footing and column ar~

shawn in Fig. 3.2 and Plates 3 and 4.
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Plate-3. Reinforcement mesh for footing Shell 1.

Plate-4. Column rein-
forcement:
Shell-l.
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Plate-5. Top view of shell-2 showing reinforcement in ribs.

Plate-6. Wire mesh reinforcement over the forms 0 f
shell units,: Shell 2.
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Plate-7. One element
being lifted
from the form
by crane,Shell-l.

Plate-B. The completed column with extended rods to be
bent into ribs, Shell 1.
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Plate-9. 5hell-1 aft~r ass~mbly of pr~fabricated units.

Plat~-lO. Top view of completed shell-I.



The ~6sh far the shell elements were made with t" dia.

steel wires placed 2" en centres in both the directions.

Plate-l shows the reinforcement in one shell element.

Development lengths of 6" on two sides ware kept for bonding

with ribs (Plate 2). The details Df reinforcement in the ribs

and in the edge beams are shown in Figs. 3.6 (Plates 5 and 6).

3.5 Casting

3.5.1 Shell without edge beam (Shell-l)

The footing and the column were cast-in-place. The

column reinforcement was kept extended above the column which

was bent later into all the ribs in a symmetrical sequence.

The column reinforcement was embedded into the footing also.

The four shell elements were cast with mortar (cememt: sand.

1:2.75, wlc = 0.475) in the laboratory. The tn thickness was

accurately maintained. Here again the development lengths on

two adjacent sides Df each unit were kept properly. Some lifting

nooks were kept on top surface to facilitate lifting.

After hardening of the shell elements, they were carried

to the site, inverted and lifted in p.sition and therein the

ribs were cast sO that the integrity between the shell elements

and the ribs were ascertained. The shell after assembly of

prefabricated units is shown in Plates 9 and 10.
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3.5.2 ~hti~l w1th edge beam (Shell-2)

fhe 'casting of the footing ana the c31umn das cdrri~d

out as 1n ~h" cas" of tne first shell. After proper placemen't

of reinforcerllent meshes, s'teel in ribs and ed-je beal/ls and

fi ,tin<] of oneir shutterings, the shell elemen'ts ,."re cast

~i~h mortar. The t inch thickn~ss was main'tained accurate~y.

fhe ",oroar had a cement/sand ratio of 1:2.75 witn a water/cemen't

r abo a f 0 •.17 5•

Lon tnt: sallie day, the ribs were ca3t witn concrete using

maxilTil.Om ::;.lze of Khoa of t inch. The proportion of cement: sana:

khoa was 1:2:3 and water/cement ratio was 0.475.

3.6 Curing

The columns were water cured for two weeks. In the same

manner, the curing of the s hell elements in the laboratory was

carefully maintained for about one month.

After assembly, "he ribs were cured for about two weeks

fOllcding ;;hich the shuttering was struck off,

The ribs, beams and the shell elements of the second

sn"ll were cured for 14 days after wnicn tne shuttering was

struck off.

3.7. Uutline of the Test

A Diref .outline af the tests perf aIm ed in this research

project is presented below;
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a) Strains in one panel a-.;tt-.;locations shown in

rJ.9. 4•.1. for snell 1 and in fig. 4.6 for shell 2 were

mecsured and the stresses and momen~s were estimated.

b) ueflections at locations sllOwnin fig. 4.2 were

aece.C'm~nea.

3.6, Ins-.;rumentation

3.b.l Strain gage

Electrical resistance strain gages (KYOwA Electronic

Instruments Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) having resistance of
,

120 :!: 0.3 ohm were used for measuring strains. The gage length

.,as 67 m.m. Strain gage cement was used to fix tt-e gage with

the surfuce of the shell structure. ~ax was applied to produce

a water-proof coat over the gages. Ordinary 14 thread wire of

low resistance was used to connect the strain gage with the

balancing box. To balance the temperature effect a dummy gage

was fixed on a separate concrete block having the same property

as that of the shell,

3.6.2 Dial gage:

To measure deflections, dial gages with smallest

division of 0.001" were used.

3.6.3 Strain indicator
One 24 channel switch and balance unit (KYOWA Electronic

Inptruments Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and another having 12
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Plate-ll. Dial gage arrangements below shell-l (fitted
over wooden frame).

Plate-l2. Wires connected to the bottom strain gages and
the channels of switch and balance units: Shell-l.
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Plate-13. The instruments ohmmeter, strain indicator and
the switch and balance units.

Plate-14. Sand bag loads on two panels Shell 1.



channels were used with tee indicator (same company) to record

the strain~ directly. for the shell 2 another 12 channel unit

was

the

connected. The minimum reaDing that could ba taken with
-6strain recorder was 5xlO •

3.~ Auxilliary Arrangemants

3.9.1 Protection Over Strain Gages

A triangular wooden protection having aqual sides of

tJ" and support height ttl was provided over each equiangular

strain rosette. An intermediate support having 1" equal sides

.as provided at tha middle te distribute load more or less

un~formly. Provisions fer free connection of wires with the

~ages were kept at the bottom of the protective device. Over

the unidirectional gages,rectangular protective devices were

provided. Only one right-angled triangular protection was
•nee0ed ov~r the 90 - rosette.

3.9.2 Frame for Dial Gage placBITlent

A ,,",edenframe was ccnstructed beneath tr...shell to

place the dial gages. A gap .f 6" was kept between the shell

bottom and the top .f the frame. Steel plates were fastened

gver the frame at selected locations. Dial gages were placed

over these plates simply by magnetic touch.
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3,9,3 5hed over the shells

To pro,sct the snells from rain and sun, a sl"ledwith

~vC sheets over one shell and a tent over the other were

provided.

3,10. LOdo~ng System

3.Hi.l Sand bays

To apply uniformly distributed load over the curved

surface of the shell, sand bags were chosen.

rhe bags were made of thick cloths.

Then the bags were manually filled-in with sand. The

size of the bag was such that when filled with sand,no appre-

ciable arching would result. In other words, the bags were so

loose-filled that it would result in uniformly distributed

load when the bags would be placed side by side. Sand bags

placed on two adjacent panele are shown in Plate 14.

3.1u.2 Advantages and disadvantages of the sand bag loading
system:

The system had the following advantages

a) rhe loading technique was eimple and required minimum

mechanical parts.

b) This system could simulate a fairly uniform loading

on shell.
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Plate-15.

Plate-16.

Arrangement of frame and moveable planks at topfor applying brick loading uniformly: Shell-2.

Sand bag in first layer and bricks in subsequent
layers: Shell-2.
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fhe sand bag loading system haoJ the following limito-

~ion5.

a) At th" edges of the shell without eoge beam, it

was not possible to maintain a full contact of the sanu bags

with the shell.

a) fhe sand bags could not be flat-laid over the

positions of the strain gages at top surface because of the

presence of wooden protection over those positions.

c) A good amount of manual labour was needed for

lif.ting, placement .and removal of the sand bags.

3.11. The Test Program

for each shell, tests were performed in two stages.

[1) The shell was tested at one third of the design

load placed symmetrically over the whole surface of the shell.

(2) ~ubsequently the srell was loaded to f.ilure.

3.12. Test Procedure

The following steps Were performed in teeting the

shells.

(.) Set of initial readings for str.in gagee 'Itbottom

and dial gages were recorded when the shell was not at .11

loadea externally.
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(b) fh" soind bilgs were lift6d over the shell and

placea side by side starting from the centrB 0 f s hell and

ending at the shell edge. All the panels were being loaded

simult ••neously. This resulted in an intensity of 20 psf ~ll

over the surface.

Ie) Dial ga~e - and bottom strain-gage readings were
taKen when this loading was complete.

(d) with the loads placed over the shell, the strain

gage reauings of top gages were recorded. These reedings were

treated as final readings for the top geges.

(e) The top gage readings were recorded when all the

loads were removed from the shell surface. These were treated

as initial readings for the top gages.
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It has Deen mentioned earlier tha~ two models, one

••ithout edge beams and the other with light edge beams, were

tEostea, Th" test results for both these shell models are

presenteo 1n chis chapter.

The loading level for both the shells was kept low in

order to ~nsure tha t no tension crack appears in the shell

unaer loading. It may be mentioned here that stresses can be

estimateo fairly accurately from strain mepsurements when there

is no cracking of the concrete over the zone of measured strain.

The stresses eScimated thus are the elastic stresses (before

redistribution due to appearence of cracks) and, therefore,

these stresses may be multiplied by appropriate factors to

predict elastic stresses at higher load levels, e.g. at design

load level of 60 psf.

4.2, H,P. ~hell without Edge Beams (Shell-l)

4.2.1 ~',easured Strains

The measured strains in one quadrant of shell-l under

2u psf loading (i.e one third the design load) are shown in

Fiy. 4,1. rhe strains are shown in the figure in 10-6 inch/inch.
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4.2.2 Jeflections

The .values 0 f vertical defl ections (in inch) at

different locations in two diagonally opposite panels are

sho,.n in fig, 4.2, In the figure, positive values indicate

down~ard deflections,

fi9ures 5.1 and 5,2 show graphically the variation of

oeflection at different points in the panel5 under considera-

t~on.

4,2,3 Stress resultants

Using the observed strain readings as the Dasic data,
,

the stress-resultants were calculated with the help of a

Computer program, The stress resultants, thus calculated for

one panel of shell-l are shown in figures 4,3, These figures

al~o include the total stress and total moment values at 3

different points on the longer rib. The principal stress

resultants are shown in figs. 4.4, Sample analytical calcu-

lations are given in Appendix-C, All the stress-resultants

were extrapolated. for 60 peLuniform load in the Computer

prcgram.

The variation of normal, shearing and moment stress-

resultants are presented in figs. in Chapter 5 and in

Appendix-E.
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4,2.4 Ulc~mate Behaviour

Tn" ,;hell ",as loaded to failure by applying loads

"hrough sand bags in the first layer and bricks in the sub-

sequent layers (Plate-l6).

The first crack was observed in the bottom face of the

shell at about 24" (fig. 4.5) away from the shorter rib-edge.

The load at which this crack became visible was about 40 psf

uniformly distributed over all the panels.

The four corners of the whole shell war a deflected

significantly, the ~aximum deflection at failure load of about

l30.psf being 4 in~has at corners. Ulti~ate failure occured

due to crushing of micro-concrete. The failure crack waa at
oabou" 46 (denoted by A) frailthe edge of the shell as sho"n

in fig. 4.5.

50me additional yield lines wera observed propagating

"awards the column support. The distance from the column edge

to the end of the large yield line was about IB" in both the

failed panels. About 1.0 ft. square areas near the free corners

a f the fBiled panels were free from any crack. After relloval

of loads no prominent crack was found to be developed at top

surface. The two diagonally opposite panels (Nw and SE) failed

nearly simultaneously.

4.3 H.P, Shell with Edge Beams (Shell-2)

4.3.1 Measured Strains

figures 4.6 show the measured strains in one quadrant

of 5hell-2 under a loading of 20 psf. These strains are in
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lU -6 inch/inch. These figlJres also inclueje the obs"rv"d

strains at' different points on the longer rib and both the
edge beams a f one pan el.

4.3.2 D"flections

The measured deflections in shell with edge beams were

very small as compared to those in shell without edge beams,

4.3.3 5tress-resultants

Using the observed strain readings as the b~sic d~t.,the

stress-resultants were calculated ••i:h tb,e.help of •.computer

program. These are shown in figs. 4.7 and 4.6.

rhe variation of normal. shearing and moment stress-

resultants are graphically shown in figs. in Chapter 5 and
in Appendix-E.

4.3.4 Ultimate behaviour

Technique of application of load in the shell was

similar to that described in Article 4.2.4.

The first tension crack was developed on the bottom

face of the shell body at about 6" (fig, 4.9) away from the

shorter rib-end, A uniformly distributed load of 125 psf over

the whole surface 0 f the shell caused this first crack in the

shell. This very crack caused ultimate failure although

seconoary failures occured in edge beams, in joints of ribs

-,_ ..._ .. -
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hith colu~ns and in joints of shell units with ribs. The

average load causing failure was about 200 pST over all the

pan~lH. All 4 panels failed nearly simultaneously with some

loud report.

The deflection observed prior to failure was about half

~nch at the corners of the shell.

~.d. Assumptions Made in Deriving Stress-resultants

1n transforming measured strain values to stress-

resultant:s t:he following assu"'ptions were made.

(i) the mortar is homogeneous and el'lstic.

(ii) sections remained uncracked under the test

loading of 20 psf.

hate: The strain readings in a number of locations.

nowever, indicated that tensile cracks have already been

formed at the shell surface. Calculation for stress resultants

at these locations were based on cracked sections. The total

number 0 f such locations were very few.

(iii) The Poisson's ratio may be neglected.

(iv) The values of stress-resultants and deflections

vary linearly upto design load level.

(v) The steel is placed at mid-depth in the shell body

so that the value of the l!lffectivedepth is half

of to~al thickness.
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Ar,ALYSIS hND DISCUSSION OF TEST RESuLTS

5.1 G~neral

The ~xperimental results presented in Chapter 4 are

analYLed and discussed in this Chapter.

As mentioned earlier, for both the models, the deflec-

tion ana stress values were measured at a load level of 20 psf

(one third of design load) in order to avoid cracking of

concrete under stresses. This was done to obtain the elastic

str~sses and deflections. It is to be noted here that these

values are comparable to the values that may be obtained by

an elastic analysis where the material is assumed to be

homogeneous and elastic.

rhe values of stresses and deflections obtained under a

loading of 20 psf has been multiplied by a factor 3 in oroer

to oot;ain the values for these atthe design \working) load

level.

It should be emphasized here that these values for

design stresses are comparable to the values that may have

b~en obtained by an elastic 'analysis assuming linear relation-

ship between stresses and strains upto the design load level.

rhe true stresses are expected to be different from such

values as at design load level, concrete at critical locations

cracks and some redistribution of stresses occurs. However,
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~t ~s d normal practice to use t~ elastic stress and def-

lection va~ues for design purposes.

The design stress resultants obtained from mooel has

oeen converted (by dimensional analysis) to the prototype

stress resultants. Then these stresses have been compared to

membrane stresses and the adeqacy of the prototype unoer this

stress condition has b~en examined.

5.2 H,P, Shell without Edge Beams (Shell-l)

5.2.1 Deflection

The deflections observed (fig. 4.2) at symmetrical

locations in two diagonally opposite panels were mOre or

less consistent. The variation along straight line generators

of the shell was found to be non-linear (fig. 5.1). rhe load-

oeflection curves in the memorane of the first model of
. (11)
Mo~e were found to be essentially linear. The maximum

vertically downward deflection (due to 20 psf unifor~ load)

at one free corner was found to be 0.544 inch, while at the

opposite corner it was 0.539 inch, With the increment of

load upto oesign load level (60 psr), if the deflection is

thought to be increasing linearly, the maximum deflection

becomes 1.632 inches. rhis is equivalent to 7.8" deflection

in the prototype. This seems to be quite high as compared to

the limiting deflection permitted for cOnventional beam and

slab construction. However, where large deflection is not
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Plate-l7.

I
I

~

-

Plate-lB.

Progressive loading causing large deflection
at corners : Shell-I.

-

Loads on some portion of the failed shell-l,
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harmful, say ~n bus-stands, gr"ndstands i.e. where the shell

"dges are .not supported. these types a f shells may serve

satisfactorily. But when the shell edges are supported over

walls, glass frames ate., such high deflection is undesirable.

The use of shell without edge bea~s ~ay not be recommended

in these cases.

The ~aximum deflection at the end of the larger rib

was found to be 0.056 inch. Considering linear variation,

this becomes 0.168 inch under design load of 60 psf. rhis

is equivalent to 1.0" in the prototype and is within allow-

able li~it for common type mf structurea. The deflection at

the end of the shorter rib was o~ly.0.017"'i.e. about ooa-
" ,',

third of the deflection at the end of the longer rib. The

variation of deflection along the ribs was again plotted to

b. non-linear (Fig. 5.2).

The aeflection at free corners prior to failure was

observed to be about 4" which ~eans 24" deflection in the

prototype. The vertical displacement of the end gf the ribs

of the mOdel prior to failure was, however, of the order of ,.".

tdthough l;he de:O.ecUans,pri.r to failure wile quite
J'''~". ' ••.:;.. :':.•..•,.; • ,,'
, . . . ." ..,.

large. the edges were observed to be almsst, straight showing

that at ultimate load ccnditimn the straight line generators

remained al~est straight. Thus it ~ay be concluded that at

ultimata load, though the deflectiona are large. the shape of

the shell is still hyperbolic parabol id with increased

curvature.
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5.2.2 ~tress-resultants in the working load level

F"r 'analysis 0 f the 6 tress-resultants, reference "ill

often be given to the following limiting values .f direct

forces and moments for the shell model under study. Detailed

Calculations of these quantities in shell body are presented

in Appendix-C.

These limiting values were calculated on the basis of

the actual concrete strengths found from cylinder tests and

actual steel strengths obtained from tensile tests of steel

used (Ref. Art. 3,2),

i) In shell body:- •

1) For cracking

a) I, = 19O.4 Ib/in (tension)cr
b) M = 14.6 1b in/in.cr

2) for ultimate failure -

a) Nut = 554 Ib/in (tension)
, .;

b) N = 2162 Ib/in. (compression)uc
c) M - 76 lbin/in.u

ii) In ribs -
1) for crecking

N • 17752 1bHansien)cr .,:. ,

M = 12865 lb/incr
2) for ulti.ate failure -

; -,'

Nuc = 175149 lb(com~;)
Nut - 27720 Ib (tenSion in .•teal)
Mu = 240132 1b in.
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rh~se r. and H values, when act separately are sufficient

to cause c~ackiny and failure in above cases 1 and 2 respec-

tively.

From Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b it is founa tha~ a~ong tns free

eage~ tne most critical stress condition prevails at locat10n

2. At locations 3,4 and 5 the tensile stresses also exceed

tne liniiting value of N • So at 60 psf, cracks are expecteocr
to be formed at these locations. ~Ioment values along the free

edges are nOt su significant. The values of tensions being

less thbn Nut,yielding Df steel should not start at an

intensity 0 f 60 psf load. From the actual observation at

about 60 psf, concrete at these locations were found to be

cracked.

The pr1ncipal tension values at locations 16, 19, 22

bno 31 indicate initiation of cracking earlier than a load
intensity of 60 psf.

rh~ ultimate failure moment of 76 Ibin/in. is found to

De exceeoed a~ locations 7,13,16,22 end 31. Th" adjacent points

being less stressed, redistribution of moments and stresses

occurred and possibly the moments at the locations remained

less than the critical ultimate values.

Area near locations 7 are highly stressed but the

r1gidity due to presence of ribs and low stresses in the

neighbourJ.ng points prevented the cracks, which might heve

formeo, from propagating.
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Due to formaton 0 f initial shrinkage cracks, tho strain

values at ?ome uf these locations seem to be unrealistic.howev-

er, tr."y are indicative that tilleselocations ar'! highly

s:ress~d. These shrinkage cracks could have been minimized

~y assembling the shell elements, ribs etc, under shed.

rhe principal moments which produce compr~ssion at

DOttom at locations 16,19,22 act about the ax~s which are
oinclined at more or less 45 with the edges (Fig, 4.40), The

principal compression values at these locations (Fig. 4.4a)

arc found to add to the compression produced by moments,

So, it is very likely that the combined compression at bottom

~oulc cause ultimate crushing about a 450 tin~ through this

zone. As pointed out later also in Art, 5.4,the ultimate failure
o!l.ne I,hich was formed at an ilngle of 46 , actu.lly occured

in this zone in the areas of high stress as mentioned above.

From Fig, 4,4(.1), it is found that the principal

tens10ns at locations 16,19 and 22 in the same zone would

gIve rise to additional cracks more or less parallel to a

line connecting the column support and the free corner,

~ear ultimate load, three such cracke were actually observed

to l1ave formed,

At these locations the principal moments (Fig, 4,4(b))

which produce tension at bottom are also in favour of the

formation of such cracks, Due to low tension and bending at

location 25, these additional c racks might not be able to
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r~dch the column support. Similarly. th" free corn",r bel.ng

1~5S str~~sed in all respect,should be free frDm any crack

at wlti.,ate load. This was also confirmed by the actual

ooservations near ulti~ate loading.

In thE!light of above discussions, the sh••ll element

may be dividE!d into 4 zanes-I through IV, as indicated in

lones I and III are highly stressed in respect of both

the airect and bending stresses while zones II and IV are

less stressed.

~cne I being restrained due to presence of ribs in the
•

vicinity and being surrounded by low stressed points, ultimate

failure may be expected only through zone Ill.

Shear strE!sses developed in most of the locations

ranging approximately from 100 to 300 Ib/in exceed the

uniform shear stress calculated by membrane theory (76 Ib/in).

K"Clocatiun 7, due to a loading of 60 psf, the shearing stress

WaS 962 Ib/in. The corresponding bending moments and the

twisting m"ments at these locations were also found to be

highest in the entire shell.

The development of stresses of high magnitude was

expected in such a location. However, the excessively high

values of these quantities in these locations as compared t~

the stresses at other locations were developed probably du~

"CDthe "missiDn of edge beams.
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The max~mum compression in the rib is found to occur

en location 35 which is near the column. (Fig. 4.4(a}). The

unit stress corresponding tilthe direct force developed ~n

the rib at location 35 is 1012 psi (compressive). rhO'bending

stress in this location was 519 psi. Therefore. at 10catiDn 35,

cDmbined cDmpressive stress was 1012 + 519 = 1531 psi. This

value ~s lower than the allowable stress in concrete.

The tensila stresses at locations 34 and 36 were

fDund tD be much below the critical value.

from the above discussion it appears that failure of

the model is not to be expected due to failure of the ribs
•before failure of the shell.

5.3 Med" of Failure:the Ultimate Behaviour

~s mentioned earlier, the elastic response Qf the shell

was observed under a loading of 20 psf. In the next phase Df

test~ng. the loading was increased in steps in order tD

invtlstigate the mode of failure of the shell mod ••l. During

this study, the first crack was observed with nacked eyes

at a loading of about 40 psf. The cracks were observed to

start near lucation 2 in all the s hell units. Extrapolation

of elastic stresses from strain measurements indicates a

tensile stress value of 320 Ib/in. corresponding to 40 psf

loading. Therefore, formation of cracks was expected in

such location even prior to 40 psf.
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"ith gradual increase of load,the shell model finally

failed at 'a loading of about 130 par by crushing of concrete

along a 460 line passing ncar point 2 (Fi'l. 5.3). I'S discussed

earlier in article 5.2, failure was expected along such a

line. Plates 18, 19 and 20 show the shell model aftar failure.

This failure line is remarkably similar to the yiela

lines tna1: form in a reinforced concrete slab wi1:h similar

Doundary conditions.

In ttle following paragraptls, an atteH'pt;has bean made

to explain, in tne lignt of ei8stic stress distribul;ion

obt~ined from 20 paf loading, why failure occurred at e
•

loading of 130 psf.

For this. stresses at six points on this fa.l.lureline

were interpolated from the values of the stress-resultants

in the working range. Strese resultants at two more points

were interpolated from those at the above six points. These

u points are shown in Fig. 5.3.

Point A possesses the highest tension which is 327.5 Ib/in.

50 yielding at this point should have started at about a load
554"r 327.5 x 60 z 101 psf.

At point H, the tension being 241 Ib/in yielding is
554expected at 24Ix60 = 138 psf.

At point C the direct force being arnall, the moment

value will decide the failure and the load corresponding



Plate-19. Hanging portion of failed shell element , Shell-I.

Plate-ZOo Two opposite failed panels Shell-I.



Corresponding to moment value at ~ the load required

f "1 . 76 x 60 _- 99 f Th .,' .or ra~ ure ~s 46 p8. e u~r"ct ten8~on here

is very small compared to 554 Ib/in.

,oj the moment value", 76 x 60 '"41. J

c ru shi n g.

110 psf for collapse by

/0

The moments and direct forces at 0, E. F indicate a

crushing failure earlier than raaching a load intensity of

60 psf. However, no sign of failure were observed at these

loca"ions before a load intensity of 60 psf was reached.

This may be explained in the following manner:

(i) D,E,F are the intarior locations.on the failure

line oounned by locations of very low stresses (A,B,e,G and H)

on "ithp.r side. Thereft;>re,any initiation of failure tendency

at location D,E,F mi~ht have been arrested by the locations

of low stresses mentioned above.

(ii) Heferring to Fig. 5.4(a), above the neutral axis

material is more or less under tension. ~ith increased loading

due to appearence of tension c rack the neutral axis would

sn~ft towards the compression zone (D,E,F) and there would

be corresponding redistribution of stresses.

(iii) with increase in loading, the curvature in shell

was observed to be increased signi ficantly. With increase of

curvature the load carrying capacity might have increased

by a significant amount.
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Plate-2l. Cracks in the hanging portion of failed
SE panel.
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Load e~trapoldted from elastic stres3~5 corresponding
554to jield~ny of steel at H is 9~.6x 60 = 333 psf. i,s m~nti(Jned

~arlier, the cDrrespDnding values at pDint C, A and Bare

Ill! flsf. lui psf and 138 psf respectively.

JO the failure along this line at a load ranging

De:~een luG psf and 140 psf was to be expected.

5.4 Comments on the Behaviour and Design of a Prototype
~hell without Edge Beams

in the light of observations made in Articles 5.2 and

5. J, the behaviour and design consideratios of a prototype

shell without edge beams may be discussed as in the following

pa ru "rap hs.

fh" region near column (lone I, Fig. 4.4) in the prototype

wDulo De hiyhly stressed. Confinement due to presence 0 frigid

riDs w~uld ~revent the formaion of cracks and hence failure

throu gh this zone. This was confirmed by test results that

no s~gnificant crack was observed even at the ultimate 10aoin9

conoition. 50 in the prototype, it ",ill not be probably

neces~ary to increase the thickness of the shell or amount Df

re~nforcement in the regions near the column.

lDne III (Fig. 4.4) ",as also found to be highly stressed

~n the working load level, specially near the locations D,E, F

(Fig. 5.3). Though highly stressed at working load level, even

these locations did not fail until a load intensity of twice

the wDrking loaj "'as imposed on the shell,
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rhis. as mentioned earlier, could be explained Dy the

fac~ that ~he redistribution of stresses possibly caused

increase in the values at the region of 10••stresses only,

keeping the higher stress values at constant level or even

decreasing these values at certain locations.

from the above discussion, it is clear that if elastic

stresses at working load level are used as the basis of design,

the highly stressed locations at Zone III would definitely

neeo significant amount af lacal thickening and/or increase

in reinforcing steel. If, hawever, ultimate behaviour of the
•shell is also taken into consideration, the shell at these

locations may need only marginal increase in thickness and
rein forcing steel.

More extensive research would be necessary to suggest

the actual design procedure of this zone for shells without
eO 9 e. beam s.

Lones II and IV (fig. 4.4) and ribs being under low

stress do not need any special consideration in design.

5.5 Compar~son of the Actual Stresses with the Stresses
Calculated by Beam, Theory (Shell-I)

C••nsidering the plane" f failure as a section of a

Deam (fig. 5.4a) and assuming a unifor~ load of 60 psf over

all the 4 panels, the bending stress resultants at different

points (A through H) were calculated. Theae stress-resultants
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were compared with the direct stress_resultants at the

same t"Joint,s (Ii through H, fig .. 5.3) interpolated frum the

m~asured stress-resultants at other points on the same

oanel, The comparison is presented in tabular form in

rolll" 5.1 ",no also in graphical form in Fig. 5.4(b).

Taole 5.1 jirect stress resultants (actual) and stress-
r~sultants calculated by beam theory on the
failure plane: Load 60 psf on all 4 panels

"Dints

."
B

C

D

E

F

H

Actual direct ~tress-resultants,
stress resultants based on beam theory,

(1b/in) (lb/in)

327.5 (+ ) B3.4B ( +)
•

241 (+ ) 12.B6 (+)

1.0 ( -) 31.01 ( -)

243 ( -) Bl.B5 ( -)

274 ( -) 121.5 ( -)

42 ( -) 31.01 ( -)

29 ( +) lB,81 ( +)

99 (+ ) 72.39 ( + )

The qualitative nature Df the stress-resultants calcu-

l.ted oy beam theory was found to agree reasonably well with

that of the stress-resultants calculated from observed readings.

~Ioreover, the numerical v"lues of stress-result"nts, ilre also

in fairly good agreement in the zone through the points EFGH

i.e. near the rigid boundary sf the rib, But in the mid-

compression ZIlne and in the end tension zone through ABCD
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(1.". in "th" lone ilWilYfrum rigid bound.ry of rib) the

v~lues show. poor ilgreement.

Th" f.irly gOlld _greement in the zone EFGH milY be

due to th" f.ct th.t this zane is m.re c.nfined due tl> the

presence of rib in its vicinity .s compilred to the Lone

ABCu. The deformation of cr~ss-section in zone ABeD may,

thus, be significilntly m.re .5 cQmpilred to zene EFGH.

5.6. Snell with Edge Be.ms (Shell 2)

5.6.1 Stress-resultilnts in the working load level
•

ln iln.lyzing the stress-result.nts c.lcul.ted for

design load, it will often be necessilry ts refer to the

fullowing limiting v.lues .f direct forces ilnd,"oments.

(i) ln ribs:

rh~ l~miting v.lues ilre same ilS presented in Article 5.2.2.

(ii) ln eooe beilms

for l"ciltions 1,2,5 .nd 6

.;) for cracking I~ = 4151 Ibcr
~I = 2136 1b-incr

0) u 1timilte

M = 57996 1b-in.
u

Fur locil~icns 3 .nd 4

PI = 3105 Ibcr
~I = 1088 1b-in.cr

(iii) Shell body:

.) for cr.cking

N = 191 Ib/in (tension)cr
~ = 14.6 1bin/in.cr



~ut ; 554 Ib/in (tension)

N • 2174 Ib/in (compression)
uc

~ ; 76 Ibin/in.
u

from Figs. 4.6, loc~tion 36 in rill.is found to have

,he highest to,.l tension af 17636 lb which is very close

to ~ . Effect of moment at this loc~tion is also signific~nt.
cr

Hence at 60 psf,cracks should have been formed here at the

llo,tom f"ce. Considering the "ffect of direct force and

benein". yielding in bottom steel at this section is not

expec,ed at design luad leval, since the limiting v.lue

curresponding to yielding of steel is 27720 lb. However,

there is a possibility of failure through this section at

ult1ma"te lo.d.

Considering the moment at l.cation 35. it 1S found that

1, exceeds ~ but since direct compress10n exists here,thecr
comoineo stress needs to be calculated. The combined direct

and bending stress; 495 psi (tension) at bottom and 669 pS1

(compression) at top. The tensile stress at bottom being

higher th ••n mod..Jlus 0 f rupture. cracks m~y be expected at

,nis loc~tion before reaching 60 psf. But at top the compre-

ssilOn valu e is small in comparison to N • The moment hereuc
1S quite less than M and considering m"ment only, f;ailure

u

oy crushing of rib may be expected at a load of .bout 670 psf.

It m.y be me",;ioned that the shell f.iled at • load of 200 psf

wnich is much lower than this value.
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" ~f ~rri nq t<] fiGS • 4.8(a) and 4.8(tJ ) ,t11e lim i tiny va J ues

of I'. cr an~ i~ are net exceeded ~nywhere in the edge be~mcr
except ~t locatiun 4. Here the moment is appruximately double

~f r, "nd cracks are expected near this section. At workingcr

l"ad level, the maximum moment is.at location 4 which is 1~63

l~-in/in. ul';imate moment carrying capacity at this sl'ction

lS abuu'; 57996 lbin/in. Therefore,failure of the edge beam

lS net at all expected even at ultimate load.

The combined stress at another critical location 2 is

equal to 3~B psi (tension). This stress being higher than

U1"dulus ef rupture, tension .cracks may start here at abGlut
•

6iJpsf load.

Regarding stresses in the sheil bOdy (figs. 4.8), it is

found that the limiting value of cracking i.e. 191 lb/in is

exceeded only at three locations, namely 7,10 and 43. Location

13 being under compression, cracking initiated at 7 and 10

may not De connected with the cracking at location 43.

~oments at locations 7,10,16,19,22,28,37,40,43 are found

to ,,<ceed the value of Mcr • That is, cracks are expected at

these locations at 60 psf loading. The moments at 13,25,31

inaicate that the strip through these points is under low

stress. Considering the uirect compression along a strip

throuyh 7,lu,13 and 43, it is expected that crushing may occur
2174at a load of about 60x-:3TI z 405 lb/sqft. But due to existence

of significant moment values in this strip, feilure should
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occur at a lower IDad. "Ioment at 13 indicates that failure

mNY i1appen at a load of ~~x60 = 152 psf. 50 failure by

crushin~ is expected at a load in between these two values

~.e. ',C:5HnJ 152 psf.

fiyures 4.7(a} and 4.7(b} show that due to addit~on of

ec~e beams the shear stresses, bendin~ moments and twisting

mcments have been appreciably reduced in the shell in comparison

tc those in the shell without edge beam. The highest value

of shear stress in the shell with edge beam is 622 Ib/in.while

it was 962 Ib/in. in the shell without edge beams. Fig. 4.7Ia}

shows that the shear stresses eside the edge beam increase

towards the free corner, •

~aximum twisting moment in the shell with edge beam is

14u Ibin/in. while it was 270 Ibin/in.in shell without edge

Deam - the reduction being about 45%,

Maximum bending moment in shell-l waa 336 Ibin/in

wh~le i_ was 147 Ibin/in in shell-2.

5.7 Node of Failure: the Ultimate Behaviour

From the analysis made in article 5.6, it is noted that

at many points cracks should have been formed under a load of

60 psf. Uut during loading, the first visible crack in the

shell body appeared at about 6" from the shorter rib-end

lfig. 4.9). The corresponding loading intensity was about

125 psf. The resultant tension and principal moments at
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Plate-22. Depth of brick loading Shell-2.

Plilte-23. Une element hilnging ilfter fililure Shell-2.
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Plate-24. tirick
after

IDaD s fell Dn
failure.

qround and resting Dn Shell-2

Plate-25. Collapsed eOge be.ms and shell elements ~hell-2.



loca,;i:or,43 indicate that this crack should have been farmed

earlier than reaching 6(j psf, although might be in the form

of micro-cracking.

This first visible crack possibly met the cracks which

,ni,;hthave formed at locations 10 and 7 and caused crushing

fsilure at a load of about 200 psf. Such a load int~nsity was

suessed earlier, since it is an intermediat!! value between

152 and 4G5 psf (Article 5.6).

Secondary failures were observed in joints between rib

and shell, rib and column and in edge beams. It was noticed

that the shell body was nearly. free of c racks even at the

failure load. Plates 23, 24 and 25 show the shell after failure.

Uue to small relative deflections at free corners the geometry

of the shell did not change appreciably.

5.13 Comments on the Behaviour and Design of a Prototype
Shell with Light Edge Beams

In the light of observations made in Articles 5.6 and

5.7, the behaviour and design considerations of a prototype

shell with edge beams may be discussad as in the following

paragraphs.

The areas near the column support would be highly

stressed. Confinement due to presence of rigid ribs would

prevent propagation of cracks formed in these areas and thus

ultimate failure.through this zone near the support is not

to be expected. This was confirmed by the test results that



nc siSnificant crack was observed in this zone even at

ultimate load. 50 in the prototype, it would not be probaaly

necessary to increase the thickness of the shell or amount

of relnforcement in the regions near the column.

~ narrow strip aside the shorter r1b in the model was

al~o found to be highly stressed in the working load level,

but the failure through this strip did not occur until a

load intensity of about 3.5 times the working loao was imposed

on the shell.

ThlS may be due to the fact that redistribution of

str~sses causad increase in the values in the low stressed

region only, keeping the higher stress values at constant

level or even decreasing the values at certain locations.

rrom the discussion made above, it is clear that if

the elastic stresses at working load level are used as the

basis of ~esign, the highly stressed region aside the ribs

would definitely need significant amount of local thickening

and/or increase in reinforcing .steel. If, however, ultimate

oehavl0ur of the shell is also taken into consideration, the

shell at these locations may seem to be adequate both in

thickness and reinforcing steel.

It may be recalled here that the edge beam provided in

the model shell had in an average about half the area as

compared to the one that would have been necessary if the

design was made .on the basis of membrane theory.
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5.9. Liscussion on Graphs

F1gures showing the variation of N ,NJN", ,H,~,xy ~ Y xy x y

oJ1V:: no general trend, however, few of tho: observations that

can be made are as follows.

5.~.1Shell without edge beam (shell-l)

from Figs. 5.5 and 5.6, it is found that aside the

riDS, shear stress increases significantly towards the

column. fhis incr"ament is limited to a small region near

the c~lurnn.

Figures 5.7 and 5.B show that there is B tendency of

increment of Nx and Ny at about two-third the distance along

the free edges measured from the free corner.

"s expected, the maximum value 0 f compressive force

in riO occurs at the junction of rib and column. Some ten~ile

force iE ooserved within about half length of the rib measured

from free eoge, (Fig. 5.9).

h is also observed to increase towards the support.xy
But this increment is agein limited to a small region near

support, (Figs. 5.10 and 5.11).

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show that ~j ard fo1 have a tendencyx y

of increment towards the support. But this tendency is reversed

near one third the distance measured from the free edge.
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j.~.2 ~hell with edge beam (shell-2)
..'.'

_ frron, curves 5-14 and 5-15, " along longer riLJ J.Sxy

round to increase gradually towa~ds th8 column. uut alan]

shorter rJ.b.,maximum value of N is observed at some distancexy

a .•.;ay from the column.

~I is found to increasa gradually upto a distance of
x

about one_ohird from edge beam towards rip, it decreases upto

aDDut two_"nird the distance and again increases near the rib.

rhe curves in Fig. 5.16 (along all the rows) in general have

this tenoency.

5.10 Comparison between the Behaviours of Shells without
~nd with Edge Beams (Sh~ll-l and 5hell-2)

Th~ presence of edge beame in shell-2 (shell with light

ee-oletJeams reouced the moment valuas at all the locations as

CJm?ared 00 the values for the Barna in shell without edge

oeanos. This can be checked from Figs. 4.4{b) and 4.8{b). The

values of shears at all locations have also decreased

sJ.gni fic••ntl y.

The deflection in shell with light edga beams waB Hlso

markedly lower than that in shell without edge beams. This

was oue to the increased stiffening along the edges.

The ultimate load carrying capacity of the two shells

were about 130 psf and 200 psf, being 53.6' higher in shell
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,,~th c09" b"ams. By the use of only 27.51 more mat,.rial

\in th~ form 0 f edge beams). the load carrying capacity was

incr2ased by 53.8~.

fnc first visible crack was formed in shell-2 at a

10cd 0 f dbout 125 psf whereas in shell-l, the first crack

~as observed at a load intensity of about 40 p5f. ThE failure

10.,0 (13lJpsf) 0 f shell-l w.s approximately equal to the

10dO \125 paf) which caused initiation of visible crack in

5hell-2 .

•he modHs of failures in the "wo shel~s were distinctly

different. fhe sh",ll without edge be.ms failed along a 44
0

line passing through the point of intersection between the

shorter edge and the longer rib. The shell wi~h edge beams

collapseo along the ribs. However, the ultimate failure in

both thE shells occured due to a combination of yielding of

ste~l at certain locations and crushing of concrete at

other location~.
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Crl"t'TEH 6

ClJi,CLuSJlJI,5 "NI) RtCQHI~ErWATIUNS fOR fURTHER STUDY

0.1. Conclusions

witnin th" scope of workmanship, availaole materlals,

equipments and ambient conditions prevailing in the labora-

tory and at testing site, the following conclusions may be

urawn for an inJerted umbrella type of hyperuolic paraboloid

"nell.

\i) for a shell (without edge beams) supported on a

central Column, most critical stress contii:ion exists at

aaout one third distance on the longer free edge mea3ured

from the shorter rib-end. Slightly lower critical condition

of stresses also exists at about one-fourth distance on the

shorter free edge measured from the lon'ler rib-end. On the

~hEll body, cri~ical stress line exists along aoout a 45
0

line passing through the point of intersection of edge of

longer rio and shorter free edge.

umission of edge beams give rise to development of

nlgh shears, moments - both bending and torsional, throu'lh-

out the shell cody,the highest moments being aside the ribs

and near the. column. The condition of memb"ane shear which

exists in such a shallow hypar shell with adequate edge beams

is thus thoroughly disturbed due to omission of edge beams,

Klthough high'bending and torsional moments are developed

at ...•orking load, the ultimate load carrying capacity of such

"hells is appreciable, being more than twice the working load.



~eflac~ions in both the elastic range and the ultimate

ranye oecomes s~ynif~cantly high in respec" of the shell

01.me.nS.lons. i10~<oJev~r, such shells mdY serve the purpose

satisfactorily provided the deflection is no~ harmful, suCh

5S in bus-stops, .jrandstands etc. i. e. where the shell

cdyes are unsupported.

(ii) Th.: .:xperimental results of the shell model

~ithout edge beams can be used as a basis for proper streng-

then~nJ of the shell in the form of light edge beams. For

the cesign of such edge beams, the full moment and about

fifty p~rcent of the direct forces in the-edge strips may

oe assumed to be concentrated in the edge members.

(iii) For a shell (with light edge beams) supported on

o cen"ral column, the critical stress condition in both the

snort an,J the long edge beams exists at one-third distance

rn.:asurea from the free corner. Un the shell body, critical

stress con~i"ions exist aside the shorter rio. By providing

light edge beams, the condition of pure membrane shear cannot

oe realised in the shell body - although moments ana the

direct forces are markedly reduced in comparison with "hose

~n the shell without. edge beams~

Deflections for the shell with edge beams under both

the elastic and the ultimate load conditions are within the

practical limit.
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(i") The ultimate load carrying capacities 0 i th",

st,dlls ~i~hout Hnd with light edge beams are more ~han

2 t.mes and abDut 3.5 times the design load respec~ively.

The mooe Df failure for the shell without edge beams

is distinctly o~fferent from the mode of fa~lure Df shell

•..ltn duge ueams. The shell without edge beams rail~ along

dUOU~ d 450 line originating from longer free edge and

~ass~ng through the intersection of shorter free edge and

ease of longer rio. On the other hand, the failure of the

shell with light edge beams starts in the shell aside the

shor~er rio leading to secondary failures in other locations •
•

5.2 Recommendations for Further Study

FollJwing investigations on hyperDolic paraoolDid

shells are recommended on the oasis of the findings in the

present study.

~. Inves~igations should be made with rios of variable

~russ-sec~ions gradually decreasing in width or depth Dr bDth

to'riacos the free end. This shDuld be done with a view to

economize the use Df materials and to p.stablish a ratio

Detrieen ~he average crDss-section Df such ribs with the

crDss-sectiDn of cDnventional full size riDs. This should

De done also to s"udy the stress pattern in such ribs.

2. By providing increased amount of design steel wi"hin

a thic,ened band of a certain width around the 45
0

line
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~d.siny t~rou~h the joint of longer rib-~nd and shorter

f're~ edge, an inlJestigation should be made to fine .....hether

the ult~mcte load capacity increases in case of shell

.~:hcut eoge beams. This should be done also :0 knlw the

r'oil...Jre ~attern.

J, Insteau 0 f providing any edge beam a 1 ft wide

Dcind cilcn~ edges may be provided with a closer s~acing of

s:eel, ,his study should be undertaken to know how the

~6f"lect~on reouc~s and how much the ultimate load carrying

•
4 ~ll the above problems should be in~estigat~d with

alternative support conditions like thinner columns on 4

corners. ihis should be done to check the str"ss pattern.

5. All the above problems should be studieo with

"n,orella type hypars in"stead of inverted umbrella types.

Tn~s should De done whether and how the bending stresses

~Il these two types differ.

6. S"uuy shoulD be made on the two types of shells

t6cteu. considering redistribution of stresses in the

in~la5tic range, fhis should be d one to arrive at the exact

val,,~s of thickness and amount of reinforcem"nt in diff~rent

zones of the shell units.

7. S~milar tests should be done with square size hypars

to know the failure pattern, specially in shells without edye

tJ earn s.
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DJM~I.SJU~5 AND OTHER P~OPERT[E5 IN PROTOTYPE

" DI0tc,type n. p, shell oath edge beams ",as designed w~th the

membrane theory, Its dimensions and other related properties

are given below:

I) Seam et ry

Length 2a = 76'

,iidth 2b = 59'
,

Depth f = 6'

Thickn ••ss t = 3"

2) LOddS: Dead weight = 37,5 psf 0 f shell surface

.ater Proofing, ",t, of rib ••tc, = 7,5 psf of shell

surface

Live lo"d

Total load

= 15

g = 6iJ

n

"

••

"

II II

II II

J) ~embrBne shear = ~ =2f 5605 lb/ft = 467 lb/in.

.•) rte~nforc ••ment in shell body

As = 0,261 i~/ft.

Prcvided with No.3 bars @ 4,5" c/c in t",o perpendicular

direction parallel to edges,
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~TANuA~D TABLES

TaDlt:B.2 "STt:,C33-67 grading limits for finer. aggregates

4

6

16
30

Passing sieve
No.

0.167
0.0937
0.0469
0.0234

Coarsest particle
in inche s

,
T

1

rdole B.l ~aximum recommended aggregate size for minimum
moDel dimensions

h ~n~mum mOLlel
u~nl~ns~on5 in inches

Sit=ve % Passing
..l- 100•
No. 4 95-100

•
I" 0 . 6 60-10U
No.16 50-65
"0.30 25-60
f~o. 50 10-30
1,(; .100 2-10

Table B.3 Selected grading for micro-concrete aggregate

Sieve
r~0. B

1'0.16

No.30
l~o.5LJ
i.o.lLiO

'!o Passing
100
60
50

l~t
raole B.4 Properties of Micro-concrete as found by Jirsa ana

( 4)
o'thcirs

:ompressive strength

~6 oays 2x4 cy1. 3760
4xB cyl. 3900

lLiO days 2x4 cyl.3670
4xB cy1; 3990

~lodulus of rupture

psi 750 psi (12 t"sts)
psi
psi 600 psi (12 tests)
psi



and stress-resultants will be presentBd in this article.

Sample calculations rBgarding strain transformations

, - ,
.•.~b

£y

9~SO
X

• l;x
Fig. A 90° rosette

For 900 rosette

Ex Eo
0 A.i.= ...

ty t.90
0 A.2,.. ...

2 E13S- (Eo
0

Yxy = + £90 ) .•A.3

C.l.l. St=ain transformation formula

C.l. Strains anu Stress resultants:

'ol\i.I:'U: CALCULATlOI~S.

Far eguiangular rosette

Ex = Eo ... 1\.4

E 1 l2 E 60+2 E 120 Eo) A.5= '3 - • •Y

2 t.60o £1200) A.6Yxy = D( - ...,

Fig. ~quiangular rosette.
~

~.1.2 Ca~cu1ation of Stress-resultants

l.n

In the calculations below. strain readings were taken

10-6 . /' dE' 106 '~n ~n. an ~n ps1.

(i ) tor uni-directional. gage

Gage position 1

'bot = + 40
E bot +

I\: ::;;;X 2

tt = 0.0op -

Etop-xExtxF,



,j O .•. lJ"x = ~ x 3. 5x. 5x3 = 105 Ib/incn.

E bot - Etop
3 in 4

'", = x [l xf I =
lx.5

= .0104
x ~xc lL ~n

4[;-0 x3.5x.Ol04x3 t/2= ~x.25
c =

= D.B lo-incn/inch

uag' ~os~cion 35 (on tne rib)

( = 35 £. - - 170C.oct top -

6
t. b= 3xl0 psir~

" 3
10x4.55 ' 4Irib = 12 = 76.5 ~n

-55-170 •

'" = 2 x 3x(4.SSx10)x3
x

= - 46068 1b ("to"ta1)

I',
-55+170 x3x78.5x3 179.Lb 1b-incl) ( tota.l.)= 4.55

=
x

ii} for 900 ros"tt"

117

Bottom readings

to = - 5

EgO = - 10

E 13 5 = + 20

. • Ex = to = - 5

Cy = egO = - 10

Yxy = ( Co + Ego) - 2 £135

= - 15-40 = - 55

Top r"adings

, = - 85c.D

£gO = - 500

C13S *' - 20

Cx • Co = - 65

Ey = EgO = SOD

*' - 545



N =y
-5-u 5

2

-55-:"45
"x y~--' '""2--

x 3.5x.5x3 = -236

x 3250 x,5x3 = -788, ..
•

lIb

-10-5002 :<3,5x, 5x3=-133"

( G = E2'

-10.•5LlO x3.5x,0104x3 107", = ,5 =y

j.j
-55+545 l...2... x.052x3= .5 x 2xy

= + 270

3
J lx.5

= 12

= .052

3,5xl
+ 12

-236-1339
hi =

P 2

-7b7,5+961 = 174
~ = _ 787.5 - 961 = - 1746,5

q

•

-1:J. = 7 tan
-788 =551,5

I, Ti\ I~ - ;~
I, x y x y Cos 211 N Sin 20.= t + 2 +
pq xy

= + 174 = I,
P

i~i 17+1lJ7 '{U17;1(7)2 (270)2}= 62+274 336= 2 + + =
p

", = 62-274 = - 212
q

-1 270 M -M. -40 30 , . x y 458 = '2' tan -45 = • ,
2 = -

t"i pq
17+1U7

2

=-212 - ~i- q

For eqiangular rosette. strain-transformation formulae

are A .••4, A •., 5, A ••,6 and the remiiining calculations for

stress-r~sultants are exactly similar to those for 900 rosette,

3imilar calculations for stress-resultants hold true in



C30e of sh~11-2 an8 henc~ are not shown here.

C.2 C~lculation of Limiting values of Forces and Koments
useo in Analysis

S~mple calculation for shell-l only will be presented

ner e.

f' = 350 POSJ..
6 psit:: = 3.5xlOC

f' = 3763 psic
3 0.0104 . 4/"

1 lx.5 /12 = ~n J.n

ecr= 350 100xlO-6 in/in3.5xl06 =

I, = f xAt x Ecr cr c

•

, -6 6 190 lb/in.(i) .- = 100xlU x.54.x3.5xlO =cr

\ii ) h
f'l 350x,Ol04 14.6 lb-in/in.= C = .25 =cr

,iii)

(i v)

= A f = 60,OUOx.00692s y

'" =. iJ 5 f' x A + A fuc c C 5 Y

= 553.6 lb/in.

= .iJ5x37B3xlx.5+.00692xBO,OOO = 2162 lb/in.

IV)!'. ="f'XDXC(d-~c)
u c

=. 72x3783xlx.15( .25-.425x.15)

= 76 lb-in/in.

(Ref, Winter and Nilson(21»



,,~r'tJ~LIX-D

~~~iG~ Of EUGE BEAMS IN SrlELL-2

Referring to the results of snell-I, it was assumed th~t

a strip through two adjacent gage locations near the free ~dges

"auld act a5 edge beam. The a verage bending moment in this

strip will be wholly carried by the edge beam to be provided

in Shell-2. The edge beam will also carry ha~f of the average

oirect force in tnis strip.

from this consideration, the vdriable cross-sections of

tne edge beams were found as follows.

•:.lesignof edge beams

Strip through ~oints 6 and 31

Direct: force

M om en t

$0 ~"S

I<
n' .1

~

~.s

Average direct force ~ Ib32145 x 22 ~ 36Ud Ib

Average bending moment = B+~.5 x22 = 14B.5 Ib in

As the shell is meeting the edge beam at bOt:tom,there is an

llccentricity equal to half the deptn of tile edge beam.

Trial section 3"x3.5"



= -146.5.+ 2YJ~.5 = 27B3 Ib inTotal moment

121

B.OO30
3:"5 =n =

3606
= -2- x

= 2931.5 Ib in

2763
2.5x.267x.91x3x2.B75

=

due to this force

f c

j\~':1111 en t

f c

= 923.B psi

3606 + 2= 3x3.5+(B.00-1)(4x.05)

f < 1.702 ksic

O.K.

40 23.5r = 0.45x3.7B3 =

k = .267

j = .9J.

•
d = 3.5-( .5+.12B

• 2.B75

f
s

27B3
= 4x.05x.91x2.B75 • 5316 psi

= 5.31B ksi L40 ksi

Similarly the following sections were obtained

Section a~ location 5, 2 and 1;3"x3.5"
S~Ct1on a~ location 4 and 3; 3"x2.5"

St:ct~on a't free corner; 3"xJ.. 5"

The reinforcement for all these sections were same as at

location 6.



APPENDIX-E
~L~~ G~APHS Of TEST RESULTS SHOWN VARIATION
Of DIRECT AND SHEARING STRESSES, BENDING
A~D TMISTING MOMENTS ETC. •

AND
5wME PHOTOGRAPHS FOR SHELL-2
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Plate-26. Triangular wooden protections to be applied
over the strain resettes.

Plate-27. PVC Sheet (shed) over Shell-1.
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t'late-21J. Bottom view 0 f Shell-2 prior to removal of
forms and supports.

Plate-29. The tent (shed) over ~hp.11-2.
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